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At Sthapati, we believe that best design is sensitive to the needs of theAt Sthapati, we believe that best design is sensitive to the needs of the
user. It is created by synthesis of various elements such as structure,user. It is created by synthesis of various elements such as structure,
services, response to environment and its contribution to the skylineservices, response to environment and its contribution to the skyline
and urban scape of the city. The building spaces are designed toand urban scape of the city. The building spaces are designed to
connect seamlessly with each other and nature leading to productiveconnect seamlessly with each other and nature leading to productive
environment. The architecture and interior space design are formedenvironment. The architecture and interior space design are formed
together to create a seamless spatial experience. Head office based intogether to create a seamless spatial experience. Head office based in
Ahmedabad, We are qualified architect and interior designer in DelhiAhmedabad, We are qualified architect and interior designer in Delhi
NCR, Mumbai, Ahmedabad and other major cities of India. Our allNCR, Mumbai, Ahmedabad and other major cities of India. Our all
architects and interiors designers belong to reputed institutes with richarchitects and interiors designers belong to reputed institutes with rich
architecture and designing experience. Sthapati has done more thanarchitecture and designing experience. Sthapati has done more than
500 projects in major cities such as Ahmedabad, Mumbai and Delhi,500 projects in major cities such as Ahmedabad, Mumbai and Delhi,
NCR.NCR.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/sthapati-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/sthapati-
architecture-interiors-pvt-ltd-12441architecture-interiors-pvt-ltd-12441
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